
NAEP 7-12th STEAM Challenge 
 

 

Date: Thursday,11/12/20 

Time: 4:30 PM 

Webex Link: https://mpsaz.webex.com/mpsaz/j.php?MTID=m42f0aed1302e0eba906140bb7a42a63a  

Meeting number (access code): 120 443 6892 

 Meeting password: crew2020 (27392020 from phones)  

JOIN BY PHONE +1-415-655-0002 United States Toll 

 

Materials: KidzLabs Anti-Gravity Mag-lev  

Vocabulary and Laws: Lenz’s Law: Opposite Polarity 

Electromagnetic Induction    Superconductivity 

Inductive Power Collection    Propulsion 

Levitation      Guidance 

Repulsion      Attraction 

Learning Concepts and/or Skills:  

Physical Science: demonstrating how electromagnetic forces can be attractive or repulsive and can vary 

in strength. 7.P2U1.1 

Physics: Construct an explanation for a field’s strength and influence on an object (electric, gravitational, 

magnetic). HS.P2U1.5   

Plus HS+Phy: Plan and carry out investigations to design, build, and refine a device that works 

within given constraints to demonstrate that an electric current can produce a magnetic field 

and that a changing magnetic field can produce an electric current. P2U1.1 

1.Background Information: Electric and magnetic (electromagnetic) forces can be attractive or 

repulsive, and their sizes depend on the magnitudes of the charges, currents, or magnetic 

strengths involved and on the distances between the interacting objects. Gravitational forces 

are always attractive. Forces that act at a distance (gravitational, electric, and magnetic) can be 

explained by force fields that extend through space and can be mapped by their effect on a test 

object (a ball, a charged object, or a magnet, respectively).4 (pp. 117-118)) 

 

2. Background Information: Newton’s law of universal gravitation and Coulomb’s law provide 

the mathematical models to describe and predict the effects of gravitational and electrostatic 

forces between distant objects. Forces at a distance are explained by fields permeating space 

that can transfer energy through space. Magnets or changing electric fields cause magnetic 

fields; electric charges or changing magnetic fields cause electric fields. 4 (p. 116) 

7th – 12th Grade  

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://mpsaz.webex.com/mpsaz/j.php?MTID%3Dm42f0aed1302e0eba906140bb7a42a63a&sa=D&source=calendar&ust=1605339621986000&usg=AOvVaw1XlbgfQexVoUor8f7lKOWD
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Some cases of action at a distance are not explained in terms of radiation from a source to a 

receiver. A magnet, for example, can attract or repel another magnet and both play equal parts. 

Similarly, the attraction and repulsion between electric charges is reciprocal. The idea of a field 

is useful for thinking about such situations. A field is the region of the object’s influence around 

it, the strength of the field decreasing with distance from the object. Another object entering 

this field experiences an effect – attraction or repulsion. Gravity, electric and magnetic 

interactions can be described in terms of fields. 2(p. 21) 

Video Clip 1: Japan’s Meglev Train is the Future: https://youtu.be/7J15H_v5Bpk 

We took a ride on the world's fastest train | CNBC Reports 

Video Clip 2: SCMaglev: We took a ride on the world’s fastest train:   https://youtu.be/Bi-jbAtbCVE 

 

STEAM Challenge: 

On Thursday, Have the Floating Spinner Built. We will be reviewing the Spinner on camera.  

Record a video clip (30 seconds to 45 seconds) or pictures of 2 levitation experiments. 

1. Anti-Gravity Sculpture 

2. The Floating Spinner 

3. Magnetic Compass 

4. Magnetic Weight Scale and Magnetic Spring 

5. Random Propelling Machine 

6. Maglev Personal Transporter 

 

How to get entered in the drawing:  

1. Log in and work with us to build geometric shapes. 

2. If you cannot make it to the virtual meeting, send in a picture of your built magnetic 

creation by October 10th by 4 pm.  

 

Late submissions will not be accepted. 
 

Send pictures to clwyacolittle@mpsaz.org. Please note that pictures may be published in 

Eaglewings, NAEP Website or NAEP social media. 

 

 

Open to All MPS Native American Students 

W E L C O M E 

 For more information contact: 

Crystal Wyaco-Little (480) 472-0578 or clwyacolittle@mpsaz.org 

 

https://youtu.be/7J15H_v5Bpk
https://youtu.be/Bi-jbAtbCVE
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